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Memorandum No. 81(1960) 

Subject: study No. 23 - Rescission of Contracts 

Attached is a draft recommendation together with the statute as 

revised by the Commission relating to Rescission of Contracts. 

At the August meeting, the Commission deferred action on the question 

of whether the proposed Section 1694 relating to releases should be in-

cluded in the rescission statute or not. The staff has considered the 

question and believes that it might be located more appropriately in 

the Code of Civil Procedure as Section 598. This places the section in 

the chapter on Issues, Mode of Trial, and Postponements. It immediately 

follows the section that provides for a separate preliminary trial on 

defenses that constitute a bar to the plaintiff's cause of action but do 

not involve the merits of the plaintiff's cause of action. As the section 

on releases, as revised by the Commission, refers to a determination of 

the validity of the release as well as to the question of rescission, the 

staff believes that it should be the subject of a separate bill with a 

different title. The attached draft incorporates this staff recommendation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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CALIFORNIA LAlif REVISION COMMISSION 
School of La;-/ 

Stanford, California 

TEN TAT I V E 

RECOMMENDATION AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION 

relating to 

RESCISSION OF CONTRACTS 

NOTE: This is a tentative recommendation and proposed 

statute prepared by the California Law Revision Commission. It 

is not a final recommendation and the Commission should not be 

considered as having made a recommendation on a particular 

subject until the final recommendation of the Commission on that 

sub.iect has been submitted to the Legislature. This material is 

being distributed at this time for the purpose of obtaining 

suggestions and comments from the recipients and is not to be 

used for any other purpose. 
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RECOM!·lENDATION OF THE CALIFOIDIIA LXd REVISIOII COI·'MISSION 

Relating to 

Rescission of Contracts 

The Civil Cede provides t,w distinct metheds by "hich a persor. whe 

has the right to rescind a contract may obtain rescissionary relief. 

Sections 1688 through 1691 provide for out of court rescission. These 

sections set forth the grounds and the method by which a person may 

rescind a contract loy his mm act. Jd'ter an out of court rescission, 

either party may bring an action to enforce his rights arising out of 

the out of court rescission. Sections 3406 through 3408 provide for an 

action for rescission. These sections set forth the grounds and conditions 

upon 'Ihich a person may obtain the specif'ic judicial relief of rescission. 

filly further relief that is needed is usually given as a part of the ,judg-· 

ment granting rescission. 

An out of court rescission is accomplished by giving the other party 

to the contract notice of rescission and by offering to restore the 

consideration if ~~y has been received. An action to enforce the out of 

court rescission and recover the consideration given is dee~ed to be an 

action at law upon the implied promise to restore the considerat ion that 

arose 'f"then the contract ~",as rescinded. Because the action is t.o enforce 

the L~plied promise that arose by implication when the contract was 

rescinded, the statute of limitations begins to rR~ on the date cf the 

notice. Because the promise is implied and not lrritten, the tvo-year 
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statute of limitations applicable to actions on um;ritte!1 cO!1tracts 

applies even though both the principal contract and the rescission notice 

are in -writing. Because the action is deened to be a "legal" contract 

action, there is a right to a jury trial, the action may be brought in a 

.justice court, the common counts may be used in pleading, the cause of 

action may be joined with other unrelated contractual causes of action 

and the property of the defendant may be attached to secure the claim 

for relief. Despite the fact. that an action to enforce an out of court 

rescission is deemed a "legal" actior., incidental equitable relief, such 

as the cancellation of an instrument, is sometimes granted in such an 

action. 

Unlike an action to enforce an out of court rescission, an action 

for judicial rescission is considered an action in "equity." The same 

grounds that the code provides for a unilateral out of cotU't rescission 

are also grounds for the judicial relief of rescission; however a 

judicial decree of rescission may ce obtained on t\TC additional grounds 

where the contra~t is legal aIld the parties are not eq'Jally in fault, and 

1mere the continuance of the contract "ould pre.judice the publj.c interest, 

Because a decree of rescission is besed upon the theory that specific 

relief is bej.ng given for the >lYong tLat gave rise to the right of 

rescission, the statute of limitations begins to run from the date the 

act occurea. that gaye the plaintiff the rigr_t to rescind. The length of 

the limitation period depends upor~ the nature of tile '-<rong. If rescissIon 

is sought for fraud or mistake, the three-year limitatior, (from discovery 

th"reof) is applicable. If rescission is for material breach of 8. 'lYitten 

contract, presumably the four-year statute applies. Because nc JmpJ.ied 
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promise to restore consideration arises until a contract is actually 

rescL~ded, the action to obtain a rescission decree is not regarded 

as an acticn to enforce a promise and the provisional remedy of attachment 

may not be utilized. For the S2ll1e reason, e. cause of action for rescission 

may not be joined with other unrelated contract causes of action. Because 

the action is in "equity," there is no right to a jwy trial, the ,justice 

cowt does not have jurisdiction and the common counts may not be used in 

pleading. Nevertheless, the action to obtain a decree of rescission may 

be used even though the only substantive relief a party ;rants is a return 

o~ the consideration given -- a noney judgment. 

The California courts have frequently failed to distinguish clearly 

betveen the action to enforce an out of court rescission and the action 

to obtain the specific relief of resicission. Although there is no 

statutory requirement that a notice of rescission be sent as e. condition 

precedent to the action for rescission, the courts have implied such a 

requirement frem the fact that such a notice is necessary to accomplisb 

an out of court rescission. Despite the fact that the action for rescission 

is in equity and the doctrine of laches should be applicable, the courts 

have denied relief for failure to send the notice of rescission promptly 

regardless of whether such failure has caused any prejudice to the other 

party. 

The existence of these two procedures for obtaining the same type of 

relief permits a plaintiff to affect seriously the rights of the parties 

merely by the way he drafts his co~plaint. The pericd of the statute of 

limitations, the date of its com~encement, the forum of the trial and the 

right to a jury may all be changed by the form of the complaint. At times, 
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relief may be denied a plaintiff ,;i.th a meritorious cause of action 

nerely because the wrong forE. of action is pleaded. 

'!'he la'", Revision Cornrniss ion believes that the riGht s of tbe parties 

should not be dependent on the form of the complaint. These rights should 

be dependent upon the substantive relief requested and the nature of the 

"rong cooplained of. As it is the existence of the duality in the procedures 

for obtaining rescissionary relief that has given rise to this situation, 

the Corroission believes the prcble;ns may be solved "y the elimination of 

this duality. 

ilccordingly the la" Revision Commission recorr,mends: 

1. The provisions in the Civil Code providing for rescission by 

judicial decree should be repealed. The Commissio~ has concluded that 

the jildicial rescission procedure should be repealed rather than the out 

of court rescission procedure, for in many instances the time of giving 

the notice >Thich effects the out of court rescission has a SUbstantial 

effect on the rights of the parties. Under the Sales Act, the notice 

operates at times to shift the title to property, thus shifting the risk 

of loss in some cases and determining whether a seller is an unsecured 

crecli tor of a bankrupt buyer in others. Because it is important to retain 

these aspects of rescission procedure, the Commission concluded that 

j~dioial rescission should be abolished. 

2. The code proviSions setting forth the out of court rescission 

proced=e should be amended to include the t>TO additional grounds for 

rescission that presently appear only in the sections providing for 

j~dicial rescission. 
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3. The notice requireEent ttat is contained in the existing statutes 

on out of court rescission should be amended to provide that the service 

of a pleading requesting rescissionary relief shall be deemed to be the 

required notice if none has been given previously. In additicn, the 

notice requirement should be amended to provide that relief may not be 

denied for failure to give the required notice promptly unless such 

failure has substantially prejudiced the other party. Thus, a party with 

a meritorious claim will not be denied relief for failure to comply with 

a tecru,ical requirement when the failure has not amoULted to a waiver of 

the right to rescind and has nct caused any prejudice to the other party. 

T"e Correnission does not be].ieve that an innocent party's right to rescis

sionary relief against a fraudulent defendant should be lost by a bare 

failure to promptly notify the defendant. 

4. The rescission statutes should make plain that, after rescinding 

a contract, a party may seei; any forll'. of relief "arranted under the cir

cumstances, ;,hether legal or equitable. As all s"uch actions "ill be to 

enforce a resicssion, the right of the parties to a jury and the court in 

which the action must be broug:lt '-Till be deternined o:.c the nature of the 

substantive relief requested and not by the form of ti1e complaint. If a 

bare money judgment is sought, a justice court "ill ,lave jurisdiction, 

and t"e action may not be co~werted into an equity action merely by a 

prayer for rescission. Of course, if it develops at the trial "that the 

plaintiff has mistaken his remedy and the purported rescission has been 

ir.effective, the statute should also make plain that the court may grant 

ar.y other relief that is appropriate u"der the circumstances. 
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5. 'i'o dispel any doubt concerning the scope of relief that Lcay be 

given in the action to enforce rescission, the statute should also indicate 

that the court may a .. ard consequential damages as ",ell as a restoration of 

any consideration that has been given. The court should also be given the 

specific authority to render a conditional judgment in appropriate cases 

or otherwise adjust the equities betlleen the parties. 

6. The statutes limiting the time within "hicil actions must be broug':lt 

Should be amended to provide a four-year limitation on actions to enforce 

the rescission of a written contract and a two-year limitation on actions to 

enforce the rescission of an u..'1"tritten contract. The period of limitation 

should begin when the cause for rescission occurs -- cr, in the case of 

fraud or mistake, when it is discovered and not "hen the notice of 

rescission is given; for a party should not be able to control the com

mencement of the limitation period by his own act or failure to act. The 

limitation periods for enforcing rescission should correspond to the 

limitation periods for enforcing the contracts themselves so that a 

person's right to rescind 11ill not be lost before the other party loses 

~is right to enforce the contract. 

7. The prOVisions of the Code of Civil Frocedure relating to joinder 

and attachment should be amended so that it is certain that an action to 

enforce rescission 11ill be considered like any other contract action. 

S. A statute should be enacted to deal with the prcblerr,s created by 

the rescissicn of a release. The California courts have permitted a 

plaintiff "ho has been fraudulently induced to execute a release to 

rescind the release even though the plaintiff does not restore the 

consideration he received for executing the release. The courts have 
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permitted suc!"! a plaintiff to sue on tLe underlying ca"J.se of actio,," aDd 

have the consideration received fo~ the release offset against the judgment 

recovered against the defendant. This procedure may "be quite lmfair to a 

dcfendant if the plaintiff does not recover a judgme!lt as large as the 

co,,"sideration he received or if the plaintiff fails to establish ap~c cause 

of action. In such cases, the defer:dant has been deprived of the benefit 

of his bargain without a restoration of the payment made. Therefore, the 

Co=ission believes that a statute should be enacted providing that, if a 

release is pleaded and the plaintiff asserts that it is invalid or subject 

to rescission for any reason, the court shall first determine the validity 

of the release; and if the release is found to be invalid or to have been 

rescinded, the court shall set off the consideration received by the 

plaintiff for the release against any judgment that he may recover, and 

if the consideration received by the plaintiff exceeds any judgment 

recovered, tt.e court shall enter judgreent against him for the exces s. 

The Commissions' recommendations would be effectuated by the enactment 

of the following measures: 
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1. 

An act to amend Sections 1689 and 1691 of the Civil Code, to add Sections 

1692 and 1693 to the Civil Code, to amend Sections 337, 339, 427 and 

537 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and to repeal Article 5 (begin

ning with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of Title 3 of Part 1 of Division 

Fourth of the Civil Code, relating to rescission of contracts. 

Tbe people of the state of California do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Section 1689 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

1689. A [p~y-~e-al contract may be rescinded [~-pes9~-~Be-samel 

in the following cases if the party against whom rescission is sought can 

be restored to substantially the same position as if the contract had not 

been made [eRl;f 1 : 

1. If the consent of the party rescinding, or of any party jointly 

contracting with him, was given by mistake, or obtained through duress, 

menace, fraud, or undue influence, exercised by or with the connivance of 

the party as to whom he rescinds, or of any party to the contract jointly 

interested with such party [t 1 .!. 

2. If [y-~kPewga-~Re-fa~~-ef-~Be-,~y-ae-~e-wReE-ae-pe8@~8yl the 

considerationf'or [aiB] the obligation of the rescinding party fails, in 

whole or in part, through the fault of the party as to whom he rescinds [t l.!. 

3. If [s~eal the consideration for the obligation of the rescinding 

~ becomes entirely void from any cause [tl.!. 
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4. If [eysa] the consideration for the obligation of the rescinding 

party,before it is rendered to him, fails in a material respect [1] from 

any cause [;.].:. 

5. [~-eeBseB~-e~-all-~ae-~aep-~~iest-ep] If all the parties 

thereto consent. 

6. If the contract is unlawt'ul for causes which do not appear in 

its terms or conditions, and the parties are not equally in fault. 

7. If the public interest will be prejudiced by permitting the 

contract to stand. 

8. Under the circumstances provided for in Sections 39, 1785 [8B~14 

1789, 1930 and 2314 of this code, Section 2470 of the COrporations Code, 

Sections 331, 338, 359, 447, 1904 and 2030 of the Insurance Code or an;y 

other statute providing for rescission. 

SEC. 2. Section 1691 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

~e-e€all~y-wi~a-tBe-~e:U_bg-F1i!eB+] (1) Subject to Section 1693, to effect 

a rescission a party to the contract must, [ly--Ys-mYB~-peBsbQ] promptly 

upon discovering the facts which entitle him to rescind if he is free from 

duress, menace, undue influence or disability and is aware of his right to 

rescind: 

(a) Give notice of rescission to the party as to whom he rescinds; and 

(b) Restore to the other party everything of value which he has re

ceived from him under the contract [y 1 or h!!ilB~] offer to restore the same 

upon condition that [BYSa] the other party [eBall] do likewise, unless the 

latter is unable or positively refuses to do so. 
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c (2) When notice of rescission has not otherwise been given and an offer 

to restore the benefits received under the contract has not otherwise been 

made, the service of a pleading in an action or proceed:ing that seeks relief 

based on rescission shall be deemed to be such notice and offer. 

SEC. 3. Section 1692 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

1692. (1) When a contract has been rescinded in whole or in part, 

any party to the contract may (a) bring an action to recover any money or 

thing owing to tum by any other party to the contract as a consequence of 

such rescission or for any other relief to which he may be entitled under 

the circumstances or (b) assert such rescission by way of defense, counter-

claim or cross-complaint. 

c (2) If in an action or proceeding a party seeks relief based upon 

rescission and the court determines that the contract is not subject to 

rescission, the court may grant any party to the action any other relief 

to which he may be entitled under the circumstances. 

(3) A claim for damages shall not be deemed inconsistent with a 

claim for relief based upon rescission. The aggrieved party shall be 

awarded complete relief, including restitution of benefits, if any, 

conferred by tum as a result of the transaction, and any consequential 

damages to which he is entitled; but such relief shall not include 

duplicate or inconsistent items of recovery. 

SEC. 4. Section 1693 is added to the Civil Code, to read: 

1693. (1) When relief based lllJon rescission is claimed in an action 

c or proceeding, such relief shall not be denied because of delay in giving 
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notice of rescission unless such de~ has been substantially prejudicial 

to the other party. 

(2) A party who has received benefits by reason of a contract that 

is subject to rescission and who, in an action or proceeding or by ~ of 

defense, counterclaim or cross-complaint, seeks relief based upon rescission 

shall not be denied relief because of a delay in restoring or in 

tendering restoration of such benefits before judgment unless such delay 

has been substantially prejudicial to the other party; but the court mB¥ 

make a tender of restoration a condition of its judgment and mB¥ otherwise 

in its j1!dgment adjust the equities between the parties. 

SEC. 5. ArticJ.e 5 (cOllDI1encing with Section 3406) of Chapter 2 of 

Title 3 of Part 1 of Division Fourth of the Civil Code is hereby repealed. 

SEC. 6. Section 337 of the Code of Civil Procedure is emended to read: 

337. Within four years: 1. An action upon any contract, obligation 

or liability founded upon an instrument in writing, except as provided in 

Section 336a of this code; prOVided, that the time within which any action 

for a money judgment for the balance due upon an obligation for the payment 

of which a deed of trust or mortgage With power of sale upon real proparty 

or any interest therein was given as security, following the exercise of 

the power of sale in such deed of trust or mortgage, mB¥ be brought shall 

not extend beyond three months after the time of sale under such deed of 

trust or mortgage. 

2. An action to recover (1) upon a book account whether consisting 

C of one or more entries; (2) upon an account stated based upon an account 
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in ~iting, but the acknowledgment of the account stated need not be in 

writing; (3) a balance due upon a mutual, open and current account, the 

items of which are in writing; provided, however, that where an account 

stated is based upon an account of one item, the time shall begin to run 

from the date of said item, and where an account stated is based upon an 

account of more than one item, the time shall begin to run from the date 

of the last item. 

3. An action based upon the rescission of a contract in ~it1ng. 

The time begins to run from the date upon which the facts that entitle 

the aggrieved party to rescind occurred. Where the grOund for rescission 

is fraud or mistake, the time does not begin to run until the discovery by 

the aggrieved party of the facts constituting the fraud or mistake. 

SEC. 7. Section 339 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read! 

339. Within two years. 1. An action upon a contract, obligation or 

liability not founded upon an instrument of writing, other than that men

tioned in subdivision two of section three hundred thirty-seven of this 

code; or an action founded upon a contract, obligation or liability, 

evidenced by a certificate, or abstract or guaranty of title of real 

property, or by a policy of title insurance; provided, that the cause of 

action upon a contract, obligation or liability evidenced by a certificate, 

or abstract or guaranty of title of real property or policy of title 

insurance shall not be deemed to have accrued until the discovery of the 

loss or damage suffered by the aggrieved party thereunder. 

2. An action against a sheriff, coroner, or constable upon a liability 

C incurred by the doing of an act in his official capacity and in virtue of 
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<:: his office, or by the omission of an official duty including the nonpayment 

of money collected upon an execution. But this subdivision does not apply 

c 

c 

to an action for an escape. 

3. An action based upon the rescission of a contract not in writing. 

The time begins to run from the date upon which the facts that entitle the 

aggrieved party to rescind occurred. Where the ground for rescission is 

fraud or mistake, the time does not begin to run until the discOVery by the 

aggrieved party of the facts constituting the fraud or mistake. 

SEC. 8. Section 427 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

427. The plaintiff may unite several causes of action in the same 

complaint, where they all arise out of: 

1. Contracts, express or implied [t J.!. An action brought pursuant to 

Section 1692 of the Civil Code shall be deemed to be an action upon an 

:!mplied~ontract within the meaning of that term as used in this section. 

2. Claims to recover specific real propen,y, with or without damages 

for the withholding thereof, or for waste committed thereon, and the rents 

and profits of the same [tJ.!. 

3. Claims to recover specific personal property, with or without 

damages for the withholding thereof [tJ.!. 

4. Claims against a trustee by virtue of a contract or by operation 

of law [t j.!. 

5. Injuries to character [;j. 

6. Injuries to person [t l.!. 

1. Injuries to property [t].!. 
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c 8. Clams arising out of the same transaction, or transactions 

connected with the same subject of action, and not included within one 

of the foregoing subdivisions of this section. 

9. Any and all clams for injuries arising out of a conspiracy, 

whether of the same or of different character, or done at the same or 

different tilnes. 

The causes of action so united must all belong to one only of these 

classes except as provided in cases of conspiracy, and must affect all the 

parties to the action, and not require different places of trial, and must 

be separately stated; but an action for malicious arrest and prosecution, 

or either of them, may be united with an action for either an injury to 

character or to the person; provided, however, that in any action brought 

c by the husband and wife, to recover damages caused by any injury to the 

wife, all consequential damages suffered or sustained by the husband alone, 

including loss of the services of his said wife, moneys expended and 

indebtedness incurred by reason of such injury to his said wife, may be 

alleged and recovered without separately stating such cause of action 

arising out of such consequential damages suffered or sustained by the 

husband; provided, further, that causes of action for injuries to person 

and injuries to property, growing out of the same tort, may be joined in 

the same complaint, and it is not required that they be stated separately. 

SEC. 9. Section 531 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended to read: 

531. The plaintiff, at the tilne of issuing the summons, or at any 

tilne afterward, may have the property of the defendant attached, as security 

c' for the satisfaction of any judgment that may be recovered, unless the 
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defendant gives security to pay such judgment, as in this chapter provided, 

in the following cases: 

1. In an action upon a contract, express or implied, for the direct 

payment of money, where the contract is made or is payable in this State, 

and is not secured by any mortgage, deed of trust or lien upon real or 

personal property, or any pledge of personal property, or, if originally 

so secured, such security has, without any act of the plaintiff, or the 

person to whom the security was given, becaue valueless.:.[t-pSYiaeaJ-*aa* 

aa] An action upon any liability, existing under the laws of this State, 

of a spouse, relative or kindred, for the support, maintenance, care or 

necessaries furnished to the other spouse, or other relatives or kindred, 

shall be deemed to be an action upon an implied contract within the term 

as used throughout all subdivisions of this section. An action brought 

pursuant to Section 1692 of the Civil Code shall be deemed to be an action 

upon an implied contract within the meaning of that term as used in this 

section. 

2. In an action upon a contract, express or implied, against a 

defendan,t not residing in this State, or who has departed from the State, 

or who cannot after due diligence be found within the State, or who conceals 

himself to avoid service of summons. 

3. In an action against a defendant, not residing in this state, or 

who has departed from the State, or who cannot after due diligence be found 

within the State, or who conceals himself to avoid service of summons, to 

recover a sum of money as damages, arising from an injury to person or 

property in this State, in conseg.uence of negligence, fraud, or other 

wrongful act. 
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<::. 4. In an action in unlawful detainer where it appears from the 

c 

c 

k---_____ _ 

verified complaint on file therein that rent is actually due and payable 

from the defendant to the plaintiff for the premises sought to be recovered 

in said action; provided, the payment of such rent is not secured by any 

mortgage or lien upon real or personal property, or pledge of personal 

property, or, if originally so secured, such security has, Without any act 

of the plaintiff or the person to whom the security was given, become value

less. 

5. In an action by the state of California or any political subdivision 

thereof, for the collection of taxes due said state or political subdivision, 

or for the collection of any moneys due upon any obligation or penalty 

imposed by law. 
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II 

An act to add Section 598 to the Code of Civil Procedure, relating to 

trial procedure when a release is pleaded as a defense. 

The people of the state of Califo...-nia do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Section 598 is added to the Code of Civil Procedure, to 

read: 

598. Where a release is pleaded as a defense to a cause of action, 

the court shall first determine whether the release is valid and constitutes 

c a defense to the cause of action or has been rescinded. If the release is 

held to be valid and not rescinded, it shall be accorded the effect to which 

it is entitled as a defense to the cause of action. If the release is 

found to be invalid or to have been rescinded, the release shall be accorded 

no effect as a defense to the cause of action; but the court shall set off 

against any judgment rendered in favor of the party asserting the cause of 

action the amount or value of any benefits that were conferred upon such 

party in exchange for the release by the party who pleaded the release 

except to the extent that such benefits may have been restored, and if 

such amount exceeds any judgment rendered in favor of the party asserting 

the cause of action, the court shall enter judgment in favor of the party 

who pleaded the release in the amount of such excess. 

c 
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